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Nikki Haley Excluded Due to Her Pro-Immigration Stand 

 
According to a recent news report U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley was recently specifically excluded from 
a meeting at the White House held to discuss immigration and resettlement policies. Haley is well known 
for the key role she played in initiating the recent round of slanderous, anti-South cultural genocide. A role 
that “we the people of Dixie” must keep before the public as the establishment continues to groom her as 
a potential candidate for president. 
 
Haley is loved by the Washington, D.C. establishment and according to sources has close ties to the Never 
Trump movement. For example: Jon Lerner is her chief of staff. Who is Jon Lerner? Jon worked for the 
pro-immigration Koch brothers running a Never Trump organization for the billionaire brothers. Lerner was 
instrumental in developing FWD.us which is Mark Zuckerberg’s organization lobbying to destroy U.S. 
borders and open immigration to all comers. 
 
Nikki evidentially believes it is OK for her to celebrate her heritage but she eagerly denies the same right 
to those whose ancestors wore the gray in the War for Southern Independence. In a trip to her “homeland” 
of India she (incorrectly) proclaimed, "America is a country of immigrants. It’s the fabric of America to have 
multiple cultures. Multiple populations. Multiple heritages that do come into America that make it what it 
is." If we do not establish Shadow Governments across the South—we will end up with people like Nikki 
Haley as “our” president. [Halley story at] https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/21/report-nikki-haley-

excluded-from-refugee-reduction-meeting-for-pro-immigration-views/   

 

http://www.kennedytwins.com/
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/21/report-nikki-haley-excluded-from-refugee-reduction-meeting-for-pro-immigration-views/
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/21/report-nikki-haley-excluded-from-refugee-reduction-meeting-for-pro-immigration-views/
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The political science professor who attacked pro-Trump demonstrators with a bike lock was charged with 

four counts of felony assault with a deadly weapon resulting in significant bodily harm. The assault 

occurred in April of 2017 at Berkeley during an attack by ANTIFA types against peaceful conservatives. 

According to the police report up to three individuals were attacked by a man wearing a black mask and 

wielding a black iron bike lock. This was not the political science professor’s first run-in with the law. He 

was also involved with a Black Lives Matter protest involving the police—the professor is white. 

What should be the punishment for a masked individual who uses potentially deadly force against peaceful 

citizens exercising their First Amendment right of peaceful assembly? What can you expect from a 

sanctuary state like California? After much online uproar and public pressure, the local police located and 

arrested the professor—who immediately invoked his right to remain silent and his right to an attorney. 

[Rights for me but not for thee!] California justice—left-wing justice for a fellow-traveler—resulted in the 

professor pleading “no contest” to one misdemeanor battery charge. All felony charges were dropped plus 

the claim that he had “caused serious bodily injury” was removed from his record. California has a law that 

adds punishment when a crime is committed while wearing a mask—that charge was also dismissed.             

I think we need a country of our own! http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/05/25/berkeley-police-arrest-local-professor-

for-allegedly-beating-trump-supporters-with-bike-lock/     and 

https://www.berkeleyside.com/2018/08/08/eric-clanton-takes-3-year-probation-deal-in-berkeley-rally-bike-lock-assault-case 

 Hope to see you in Dallas at the Abbeville Institute’s  
 

The Revival of Secession and State Nullification 

November 10 

Details on bottom of page 7 

ANTIFA Professor 

Gets 

Probation 

For 

Felony Assault 

Against 

Conservative 

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/05/25/berkeley-police-arrest-local-professor-for-allegedly-beating-trump-supporters-with-bike-lock/
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/05/25/berkeley-police-arrest-local-professor-for-allegedly-beating-trump-supporters-with-bike-lock/
https://www.berkeleyside.com/2018/08/08/eric-clanton-takes-3-year-probation-deal-in-berkeley-rally-bike-lock-assault-case
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The South’s Right to Be Free! 

 

A Country of Our Own  

Do you at times find yourself turning off the news and 

wondering “What has happened to this country?” 

Have you ever wondered if the men who faced 

German or Japanese gun-fire during World War II 

would have braved such horrible dangers if they had 

been told that one day their federal government 

would make it legal for male sexual perverts to follow 

their granddaughters into a public restroom? Do you 

think the men who faced death on Pork Chop Hill in 

Korea would have been happy to know that one day 

in the very near future the federal government would 

declare the very mention of God and prayer in public 

spaces “unconstitutional” while vigorously protecting 

and promoting the anti-Christian religion of Islam in 

the United States? What do you think the men who 

braved death during the Siege of Khe Sanh fighting 

to protect the borders of South Vietnam from 

Northern encroachment would have thought about 

their federal government advocating virtual open 

borders for the United States? At some point in time 

“we the people” of the once sovereign states must 

decide if it is time for us to either reclaim “our” 

country or establish one of our own. 

 
The “Civil War” did not end slavery! 

 

The procedure manual for irregular political 

warfare! 

 

Ron enjoying SCV Bar-B-Q Sept. 8, 2018 on the Bogue 

Chitto River hosted by the Washington Parish Rifles  
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Joe Biden Joins Hillary Clinton Calling Us “Dregs of Society” 

 

In a recent speech to the Human Rights Campaign in Washington, DC former Vice President and potential 

2020 presidential candidate Joe Biden described conservatives who supported the Trump Administration 

as being “virulent people” and “dregs of society.” According to their website the Human Rights Campaign’s 

annual “Dinner draws more than 3,600 guests to celebrate advancements in the fight for LGBTQ equality 

and to recommit to the work that still lies ahead.”  

You may want to remember this event, its speakers, and their message when you run into “loyal, patriotic, 

flag-waving Americans” who are still suffering under the illusion that this is a country that lives up to its 

motto “In God We Trust.” As an aside these precious words were written by a Southerner!  

The late M. E. Bradford, PhD from Texas described folks making up the politically correct crowd who now 

control America’s media, educational institutions and its political (deep state) systems as people who have 

abandoned the “permanent things.” Things such as tradition based upon Biblical morality that had been 

followed for over four thousand years; C. S. Lewis described such folks as “people without chests,” folks 

who have abandoned moral absolutes, and no longer have a sense of “duty to parents and ancestors.” 

He warned people in 1944 what would happen if they allow such folks to rule society, “We laugh at honor 

and are shocked to find traitors in our midst.” [Biden story at] https://www.breitbart.com/big-

government/2018/09/17/joe-biden-trump-supporters-virulent-dregs-society/ 

The Yankee Empire made Southerners 

poor and called it “one nation 

indivisible with liberty and justice for 

all.”  

The Federal Government intentionally 

impoverished the South! Where is this 

vaunted “liberty and justice for all?” 

See: Punished With Poverty-the Suffering South 

Photo taken 

circa 1940 

Louisiana 

sharecroppers 

A new form of 

slavery! 

8,500,000 post 

War Southern 

economic 

slaves. 60% 

were white. 

https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/17/joe-biden-trump-supporters-virulent-dregs-society/
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/17/joe-biden-trump-supporters-virulent-dregs-society/
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Commander’s Comments: Coming To New SCV Website 

One of the new and exciting sections of the Make Dixie Great Again web site (currently under 

construction) is a video titled ‘Commander’s Comment.’  This will be a monthly update by the 

Commander—in-Chief of the Sons of Confederate Veterans.  Recently Commander-in-Chief Paul 

Gramling, Jr. traveled to Flora, Mississippi to have the first of many more such videos produced.  

Thanks to the help of compatriot Ray Shores of the Mississippi Division, SCV, a studio and 

recording/editing equipment has been made available for use by the Heritage Operations of the SCV.   

In a question and answer format, this first video explains what the SCV and the Southern Victory 

Campaign will accomplish.  But the Commander also explains why, at this time, it has become 

necessary for the SCV to “go on the offensive” and “take back the narrative.”  As is explained in the 

video, all things of great value in American society are under attack today by the same group of neo-

Marxists.  Their ultimate intent is not just the banning of Confederate Flags and monuments but the 

destruction of all traditional American values.  Traditional values are based upon the acknowledged 

history of a people—change the history (narrative) and all traditions based upon the true history will 

come crashing down.      

True history provides a society with its landmarks.  When all the familiar road signs have been 

destroyed on the boulevard of life and all the buoys which mark the safe passage through the stream 

of life are destroyed, how then shall we live but in a state of constant anarchy?  Anarchy is the breeding 

ground for Marxist revolution and this is THE reason for the ongoing neo-Marxist attack on traditional 

American values.  As Commander Gramling explains in his first ‘Commander’s Comments’ on Make 

Dixie Great Again web site, we the people of the South are on the front lines of the defense of the 

honorable values of America. If the most noble Christian gentleman in American history, the most 

noted and studied American military leader, and recognized and honored American in the first 200 

years of its independence, Robert E. Lee, can be destroyed by the neo-Marxists, nothing, including 

the Constitution itself, is safe.  Like the little Dutch Boy who plugged the hole of a leaky dike, we the 

people of Dixie are now the vanguard opposing the neo-Marxists rabble.  We must work to arouse our 

fellow citizens of the South and the United States to the impending danger we face and they must 

understand that the same forces which are attacking all traditional American values are the very ones 

who attacked the South first and that attack continues.                                                                                                                                

[If all continues to go well we expect the new website to be up and running by mid-October] 
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Yankee Empire 

Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home 

James Ronald and Walter Donald Kennedy 

Authors of The South Was Right! and Punished With Poverty 

 

 

➢ In 1866 General R. E. Lee wrote that if the 

North used its victory to destroy States’ Rights 

then the United States would become 

“aggressive abroad and despotic at home.” 

➢ In 1870 General Lee declared, “If I had known 

what those people intended to do with their 

victory there would have been no surrender at 

Appomattox.” 

➢ Lincoln, his Republican and crony capitalist 

allies unconstitutionally converted America’s 

original Republic of Sovereign States into a 

North American and eventually global Yankee 

Empire. 

➢ President Jefferson Davis noted, “The lust of 

empire impelled them [Yankees] to wage 

against their weaker neighbors [the South] a 

war of subjugation.” 

➢ The Yankee Empire’s invasion and conquest 

of the Confederate States of America was its 

first international conquest—it would not be its 

last! 

  

“The Kennedy Twin’s new book Yankee Empire is The South Was Right! on steroids,” Dr. Sandy 

Mitcham, Historian SCV Heritage Operations. 

The Deep State did not begin with Obama—it was made possible by Lincoln’s successful war 

against real States’ Rights. 

There is a reason for expressions such as “Damn Yankee” and “Yankee Go Home.” 

Yankee Empire: Aggressive Abroad and Despotic At Home, Shotwell Publishing, available 

October 2018.  
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The Abbeville Institute 
 

The Revival of Secession and State Nullification 
 

November 10 @ 9:00 am - 3:30 pm 
Double Tree Dallas/Fort Worth Airport North, 4441 West John Carpenter Freeway,               

Irving, Texas 

For more information:  

https://www.abbevilleinstitute.org/event/the-revival-of-secession-and-state-nullification/   

[The Kennedy Twins plan to attend—hope to see you all there.] 

CIC Paul Gramling’s Southern Victory 

Plan 

Discussed at Louisiana Division 

Executive Committee (DEC) 

CIC Paul Gramling and the Kennedy Twins 

attended the Louisiana SCV DEC meeting 

September 22. Donnie made a presentation 

to the general session detailing CIC 

Gramling’s Southern Victory Plan. It was one 

of the best attended DEC meetings we have 

attended—not only in numbers at the 

general meeting but, more importantly, the 

enthusiasm of the attendees was 

outstanding! 

For the first time in the SCV’s or the UCV’s 

history we have a plan to take the fight to our 

enemy. No doubt some folks find this 

strategy strange and may be confused as to 

how it will work (see article on pages 8-12).  

The Kennedy Twins (one or both) are 

available if your Division, Brigade or Camp 

would like to hear more about the Southern 

Victory Plan, Radio Free Dixie, our new 

website www.makedixiegreatagain.org, and 

the Confederate Legion. All we require is 

that our expenses be covered.  

 
Contact any of the above about coming to your meeting to explain the Southern Victory Plan 

https://www.abbevilleinstitute.org/event/the-revival-of-secession-and-state-nullification/
http://www.makedixiegreatagain.org/
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Constructive Criticism or Destructive Ignorance—It Is Hard to Say 

Below is a copy of an e-mail recently received from an SCV member who is less 

than enthusiastic about the Southern Victory Plan and our response to the critical 

e-mail. We acknowledge that no plan is perfect and constructive criticism is very 

important and solicited as a means to improve a current plan or substitute a better 

plan. The following e-mail is an example of how not to make constructive 

suggestions. In fact, from the tone and tenor of the e-mail we are left wondering if 

the individual has an unacknowledged agenda that he is seeking to promote—you 

be the judge. 

Again, just to make sure everyone understands our position: Honest constructive criticism 

is something every leader should take seriously. But at times it is difficult to determine if 

the criticism is motivated by a true desire to help or if it is motivated by jealousy or even 

anger because a favored candidate lost a recent election—such as the reaction of liberals 

to the recent presidential elections. Or perhaps it could be that the individual offering the 

criticism is not as well informed as he presumes himself to be.  

From The E-Mail Sent to the Chairman of Heritage Operations  

[Our response to his e-mail begins on page 10] 

I read your "Forward the Colors" editorial in the September/October 2018 issue of 

Confederate Veterans magazine.  I'm a little unsure about your Confederate Legion 

idea.  Here are some reasons why: [Note: We added the numbering of his paragraphs]. 

 

(1) For $50 a year, I feel members will want something more than pro-South ads on a 

smattering of country and talk radio stations across the Confederation that they may not 

even hear.  You need to market this idea to the general public like any company would 

for a product or service.  Maybe in return for their investment, provide an annual snazzy 

pin or patch - something to commemorate their generosity toward your 

cause.  Manufactured in bulk, it would cost you maybe $0.50 to $1 apiece?  I think your 

donators are worth that, at least.  Personally, I don't think you're going to fix problems 

like this by throwing money at it.   

 

(2) I'm not sure how the pro-South ads will have the same impact as our enemies' 

"noise" via the vast liberal media that support them.  Yes, I agree - education is ONE 

key.  The other key?  Open minds.  It does not matter if you have all the facts and truth 

on your side; those with closed minds will not change their way of thinking.  Three years 

ago, I discovered what was happening to Confederate flags, monuments and icons after 

the horrendous church murders in South Carolina.  I instinctively knew what was 

happening was wrong, even though I was an average history student and had the 
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typical WBTS government indoctrination in school (Union = good, Confederate = bad 

because they fought to keep slavery, etc., etc.).  But I had an open mind.  I wasn't 

recruited; I joined the SCV of my own volition because they were the only group (it 

seemed) that was against all this anti-Confederate nonsense.   

 

 (3) Does your 70% passive supporters statistic include a percentage of people who 

don't care either way if Confederate monuments are kept or removed?   

 

 (4) How are you going to counter all the liberal college professors who are teaching the 

next generation of noisemakers to disregard those pro-South ads they've been hearing 

on the radio/seeing on TV/reading in the paper?  What are you planning to do about 

that?  The only thing colleges/universities understand is money - hit 'em in the 

pocketbook.  If alumni donations, enrollments, etc. are seriously declining, they'll sit up 

and listen and do anything to fix it.   

 

 (5) Most people do not understand the true history of the South nor do they understand 

the true value of our Southern Heritage.  Do they even care?  In this day and age of 

self-gratification, what do most people care about?  Being entertained as much as 

possible, mostly.  Look at churches; your biggest churches (membership-wise) have live 

bands and lavish audio-visual setups.  If it's not entertaining, why bother to go to 

church?  Look at the workplace; everyone has to be plugged in listening to their favorite 

tunes while working.   

 

 (6) You want us to help identify these media-friendly outlets?  How do we go about 

doing that?  I have a saying:  "If you want me to do you a favor, make it easy for me to 

do."  In other words, HELP ME TO HELP YOU.  What should I say when contacting 

media outlets?  Every media outlet is going to say they're "fair and friendly".  Do you 

have a scripted letter to read/write?  You should have provided something like that with 

your editorial.  Make it easy for us to do what you want us to do, and we will be more 

likely to do it.  As a Camp Adjutant, I am ALWAYS trying to make it easy for our 

members to do the tasks needed from them.  I have a feeling that true "fair and friendly" 

media outlets have low circulation/listeners/viewers.  That's not going to help our cause 

much.   

 

 (7) Should we be using the same tactics that our enemy used to get what they want, to 

get what we want?  Or does our Southern hospitality and nature prevent us from doing 

that?   

 

(8) Don't get me wrong.  I'm not trying to rain on your parade.  I'm genuinely happy 

there's a Kennedy as Chief of Heritage Operations.  But after reading your editorial I 
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have to wonder if you're going about this the right way.  I think you might be 

overestimating the willingness of the membership to do this.  (Much like the whole SCV 

Museum fiasco.)  This isn't the 1950's or 60's when people were active and go-

getters.  This is a different age we live in, and you seriously need to think of something 

that will light a fire under these people...if they still care.   

[Signature and Division redacted-the signature indicated he is a Division officer] 

Our Response 

Dear Concerned SCV Divisional Officer, 

Thank you for taking the time to offer your criticism of Commander-In-Chief Gramling’s 

“Southern Victory Plan.” I congratulate you on joining the SCV “three years ago.” The 

Kennedy Twins have been members for over thirty years—we hope that your positive 

contributions to the SCV will be even longer. 

First let me make it clear that this is not my or the Kennedy Twins’ effort—it is an effort 

of the SCV—we are merely trying to implement this bold and even audacious plan. I say 

this because in six of your eight paragraphs you refer to the SCV’s efforts as “your 

[Kennedy’s]” plan, “your [Kennedy’s] cause” and what “you [Kennedy]” are going to do—

making it appear to be a personal charge against us. If this bold plan is to succeed, it 

must be supported by the vast majority of our members. Never in the history of the SCV 

or the UCV (United Confederate Veterans) have we attempted to motivate the general 

public to actively support our Cause. We have read every issue of the original 

Confederate Veteran published by the UCV beginning with Volume I, Number 1, 

January 1893 through Volume XL, Number 12, December 1932. In addition, we have 

also read all the extant copies of the current Confederate Veteran published by the SCV 

and have not found any plan even offered—much less carried out to successful 

completion—to counter the vicious anti-South slander coming from the victors in the 

War for Southern Independence. The Kennedy Twins do their research! 

In paragraph (1) you suggest that we spend money creating “annual snazzy pin or 

patch” or other such inducements for contributors. We take the opposite view—we must 

assure those who donate that every dollar collected will be used to advance the Cause 

understanding that no more than 10% will be used to cover expenses such as mailings, 

video production, website maintenance and such. You end the paragraph by declaring “I 

don't think you're going to fix problems like this by throwing money at it.” This seems to 

run counter to your prior suggestion regarding producing and providing “annual snazzy” 

inducements because it would be very expensive to strike medals and mail them to over 

3,000 donors.  
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In paragraph (2) you state “I'm not sure how the pro-South ads will have the same 

impact as our enemies' "noise" via the vast liberal media that support them.” You 

appear to be confused as to the target audience—our goal is to change passive 

supporters—people who already have a strong affinity for the South—into active 

supporters. Radio Free Dixie will consist of a network of radio stations across the South 

on which we will run one-minute ads promoting positive aspects about our Southern 

heritage and inviting the audience to visit our Heritage Operations website 

www.makedixidgreatagain.org for more information. From our study of experts in social 

behavior, such as Jacques Ellul and Gustave Le Bon as well as from military strategists 

such as Liddell Hart, Baron De Jomini, and Fredrick the Great of Prussia we have 

learned that with bold action even a relatively small number can produce great results. 

Fredrick the Great stated, “The primary maxim for an offensive war is to formulate 

ambitious plans so that if they succeed they will produce really significant results.” Ellul 

noted that it takes only a small amount of counter-information to undo the effects of the 

victors’ propaganda. In other words, it takes must less effort for local freedom fighters to 

win the hearts and minds of an occupied people, while the oppressor—the liberal 

establishment in our situation—must maintain virtually total control of information. As we 

explained, the South since Appomattox has never tried to boldly and consistently 

counter the victors’ false and slanderous narrative. 

In paragraph (3) you question the validity of our data regarding the approximately 70% 

of Southerners who currently support or have a positive view of Southern/Confederate 

heritage. I politely remind you that this is not the Kennedy Twins “first rodeo.” We have 

researched and published our thoughts regarding the South for over a quarter of a 

century in thirteen books (number fourteen to be released next month), and numerous 

journal and blog articles. As far back as 1995 we published the results of two public 

opinion polls (with appropriate footnotes to allow doubters to check our sources) which 

demonstrated that 71% of Southerners supported the Confederate flag and that 20% 

thought that the South would be better off as an independent nation. See page 265 of 

Why Not Freedom!  In the Kennedy Twins newsletter, we have cited similar polls 

conducted in 2015, and 2016. 

In paragraph (4) you demand to know what we plan to do about “liberal college 

professors.” That would be tangent to, i.e., a positive side-effect of the effort to arouse 

passive supporters and turn them into vocal active supporters. But you make an 

excellent point in that something must be done to counter-act and eventually shut-down 

tax payer funded liberal brainwashing stations masquerading as universities—note: we 

advocate shutting down the liberal brainwashing not the universities. Such efforts are 

political issues that are beyond the realm of the SCV but we do address such political 

issues in Dixie Rising-Rules for Rebels. 

 

http://www.makedixidgreatagain.org/
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The answer to your questions in paragraph 5 is covered in reply number 4 & 6. 

In paragraph (6) you asked “Do you have a scripted letter to read/write?  You should 

have provided something like that with your editorial.” We will respond to your 

reprimand for failing to providing you with a “scripted letter” by noting that we think you 

are once again confused. The intention is to first identify those media outlets that are 

friendly. We in Heritage Operations at the national level need to know who our potential 

media friends are, at the local level, to allow us to contact them with our information. 

Information for your use will be available on our new website but we must first complete 

the website! A great deal of personal time and money has been put into this effort 

already—remember that by the date of your e-mail we had only been officially working 

on this project for less than 60 days!  We assure you that you will have more resources 

available before the end of the year. 

In paragraph (7) we are not sure what you are suggesting because it seems that you 

want to mimic the acts of ANTIFA types. I can assure you that Southern civility is not 

dead and we will never react as street thugs. We made it clear in Dixie Rising-Rules for 

Rebels that non-violent methods are the only legitimate way for us to achieve our goals. 

In paragraph (8) you very scornfully assure us that you don’t intend to “rain on your 

parade.” Just to remind you—this is not our parade. It is not a parade—it is an attempt 

to set in motion an effort to vindicate the Cause of Freedom for which our Confederate 

ancestors so gallantly fought. You informed us that “after reading your editorial I have to 

wonder if you're going about this the right way.” Here is where “the rubber meets the 

road” as we used to say in Mississippi. If not this way then what way? A key part of 

constructive criticism is not just to disagree but to offer alternatives. The Kennedy Twins 

have put in writing our plans and ideas for reclaiming the South’s lost inheritance. We 

have carefully footnoted our ideas. We have opened ourselves up to our critics and 

given then something to “shoot at.” But so far no one has come up with an alternative! 

You may have some excellent ideas but, where are they? Set them down in writing and 

let the world critique your ideas. Who knows perhaps you have the perfect solution but 

until then we shall keep our eyes on the prize of vindicating the Cause and press on. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Walter Donnie Kennedy, Chief Heritage Operations 

James Ronald Kennedy, Deputy of Promotions 
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Autographed copies of the Kennedy Twins Books.  Make payable and send check or money order to: Ole 
South Books, 275 Dan Acree Rd., Downsville, La. 71234.  All books shipped via Priority Mail (prices 
include shipping).  Non-autographed Kennedy print copy books and e-books are also available via online 
book suppliers. 

 The South Was Right! $31.50    Was Jefferson Davis Right? $21.50  
 Myths of American Slavery $28.50   Reclaiming Liberty $20.00                               
 Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees $26.50   Nullifying Tyranny $21.50   
 Punished with Poverty $21.50    Dixie Rising- Rules for Rebels $16.50 
 Why Not Freedom!  $21.50    Lincoln’s Marxists $31.50 
 Rekilling Lincoln $28.50 
 A View of the Constitution (Rawle) $16.50  
  

Book titles in italics indicate hardback book—all others paperback. 
Any questions regarding autographed copies contact: WDKennedy@Reagan.com  

 

mailto:WDKennedy@Reagan.com

